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ANNOUNCEMENT AND CALL FOR PAPERS 
llIrd !WMPWIUM ON OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
6-8 Sqptember 1978, University of Mannhcin, (WH), Germany 
The symposium will give theoreticai and practical OR specialists an opportunity 
to discuss problems and results of t’lx. research forr.lally as well as informally. 
Toph of the Smum 
Linear and nonlinear programming - Dynamic programming - Stochast c 
optimization -Control theory - Integer programming - Graphs, hypergraph,;, 
matroids -- Stochastic processes - Queuing theory - Simulation - Statistical 
quality control - Econometrics - Decision and utility theory - Production 
tb:ory - inventory theory - Renewal theory - Re .iability - Location and allo- 
cation models - Fiixmcial planning - Environmental systems - Game theory - 
Mathematical economics and equilibrium theory - Inforrnaticn theory - 
Applications in management science - Applications in biomathematks - 
Applications in computer science. 
Suggestions for further topics are welcome. 
Contributed Papas 
Twenty minute talks on the papers are scheduled. The ;ldvance pi blication of a 
volume cuntaining abstracts is planned. The deadline fGr submission of lecture 
abstracts is May 15, 1978. All accepted papers will be published in a proceedings 
volume. 
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